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The Dragonfly

Have you registered for Wichita yet?

“Cleared Hot”
By Lon Holtz

Fifty-five days and counting until we once again
gather around the bar and tell the same old war
stories that get better and better with each reunion.
This one is a little different as we are about to
honor those people that did everything possible to
give us a great little aircraft to take into combat.
Like us, their numbers are thinning with time, but
we hope there are still enough of them around so
that we could raise a glass or two with them and
honor the Cessna that was. We are working to get
as much publicity as we can through the local
papers and radio and TV stations in and around
Wichita.
I have been asked to keep this short and sweet so
that others working on this reunion and events can
get their subjects out to the membership. So, as
usual, make your reservations at the Drury Hotel,
book your airline tickets, and/or gas up the cars to
see all the sights, pack the bags, and get ready for
another big one. And don’t forget to bring lots of
money for the auction and a brand-new selection
of memorabilia to take home. We think that one of
the items will sell out quickly, and we will have to
reorder it several times before interest wears out.
I’m buying at least three or four.
Photo Caption
SEE YOU IN WICHITA!!!!!
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We’re a little less than two months before start time, but we
need your information by 31 March, especially if you want to see
the Scorpion built by Textron Aviation. The tour requires full
name, address, and country of origin of all attendees, including
guests, to be submitted for security review by 1 April. If you’re
not on the list by then, you don’t go on the tour. You’ll find
the schedule and registration materials attached to the email with
this newsletter. (By the way, our banquet is on the evening of
Wednesday, May 1. Dress is smart casual.)
The January newsletter described the Witness to War (WTW)
program, in which reunion attendees may participate. I urge you
to contact the interviewer, Martin Madert from WTW, who will be
at our reunion hotel in Wichita on Tuesday (April 30) and
Wednesday (May 1) to conduct those interviews. If you want to
participate, you should schedule the appointment yourself well
ahead of time, i.e., before the reunion, by contacting Mr. Madert
at 770-628-0024, by email martin@witnesstowar.org, or online at
www.witnesstowar.org. Recommend not waiting until the last
minute to make this appointment as it helps him plan his schedule.
Wichita has a lot of activities for visitors, especially those
interested in the city’s aviation history. An article on page 3
provides some background information on how the slogan “Air
Capital of the World” came to be.
“From the Archives” features articles drawn from the unit
histories of the 604 SOS, 8 AS, and 90 AS for October-December
1969. The unit history of each squadron for that time period can
be found on the A-37 Association’s website www.a-37.org.
Hank Keese’s story about a challenging mission in the Delta
region south of Saigon concludes with a joint rescue of the
embattled Army patrol working with an Army Huey. Hank’s
account is a good read, and I would like to have stories of others
whose personal experiences are not included in “Dragonfly: A-37s
Over Vietnam.”
We’re down to one first edition remaining of the A-37
Association’s book, “Dragonfly: A-37s over Vietnam,” for sale,
but other memorabilia items are still available. See the
memorabilia page enclosed. ...Jerry Sailors
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The Dragonfly is a publication of the A-37 Association
published quarterly (except when within two months of a
reunion, then monthly), as a service to the membership,
new contacts, and other interested parties.
The views expressed herein are those of the editors/
authors and do not necessarily reflect any official
position of the A-37 Association. The editors reserve the
right to print any article/letter/email/photo deemed to be
of interest to members.
We also reserve the right to edit any article to fit space
available and to reject any material considered
inappropriate. We invite and encourage members/
contacts to submit articles/letters/emails/photos.
Visit our website: www.a-37.org

...the smallest fighter ... the fastest gun
Sqd. The unit destination came from a Phang Rang, I believe
B-57 outfit which was deactivated (like I said more research
and memory needed) - We took over the unit designation I
believe within the first month at Bien Hoa, and took on the
unit call sign of Dog after a stray dog that had adopted us
shortly after our arrival. (I have 35mm slides of much of this
which I am getting digitized, eventually, not a quick process)
- the other A-37 squadron became the 90th Attack Sqd. and
took on the call sign "Dice" from the F-100 squadron. I
believe if I remember right the remaining F-100 Sqd. was the
Buzzards. At any rate we flew from Bien Hoa for a year and
deactivated the 8th and the 90th in Sept-Oct 1970, flying the
jets to Vung Tau (I think in the Delta) and giving them to the
VNAF. The Raps remained at Bien Hoa for a year longer or
so.
01/21/2019 Reply to Fryjack
Jack, you’re right. The excerpt, however, was from the 3rd
TFW unit history as written at that time. The follow-on
histories reflect what actually occurred. Perhaps I should
have put that caveat in somewhere. Mea culpa. Will see what
I can do next edition.
From John Serlet 2/7/2019
My buddies at the War Front (military store here in Oregon)
were in Nam the past 2 weeks. They are both too young to
serve, but Lawrence’s father was there 69-70 in the Army. He
wanted to see the places his Dad talks about. He always hears
me talking about our unit and the A-37, so he took these shots
for me. (Ed: see Footlocker Photos below.)
They said the people were very friendly wherever they went.
They had no problems at all and found the country modern
and very capitalistic even though it is still communistic. John

01/15/2019 Letter from Warren Evans (Administrative Clerk
with Combat Dragon team in 1967) donated three of the
original Combat Dragon patches for use by the Association.

Member Update
Emails
01/21/2019 from Jack Fry (Fryjack)
Jerry - thanks for putting out the newsletter - brings back so
many memories. Your latest archives article, while backed
up by documentation from Air Force 3rd TFW history, may
have been the planning documents but do not reflect what
actually happened. I was part of two squadrons which went
through CCTS and squadron formation at England AFB
March-Sept/Oct. 1969. I will have to do some research
myself as I do not recall what our designations were while
stateside but we (and our jets) deployed to Bien Hoa and the
3rd TFW in Oct. 1969. The Wing had been 3 F-100 outfits
(the Dice (90th TFS), Buzzards ? and Ramrods) and one A37 squadron (604th Raps). With our arrival the Wing went
to 3 A-37 outfits and one F-100. I was in the Squadron that
became the 8th Attack Squadron (Dogs) taking our unit ID
from the 8th Bombardment Sqd. (B-57's) Liberty Bell

Footlocker Photos (John Serlet)

A-37 Display in Saigon

...the smallest fighter ... the fastest gun
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What we know about Wichita
You might be interested to know that, according to its
travel guide, Wichita is the largest city in the state of
Kansas and the 48th largest in the United States. In
2015, the estimated population of the metropolitan area
was 644,610, a nice gathering of folks who find plenty
to do in the area.
And there is plenty to do. Museums, shopping, and
restaurants offer plenty of options. Check out the city’s
online travel guide www.visitwichita.com.
There’s also a lot of aviation history. After all, the
city’s logo is “The Air Capital of the World” because
Wichita is where Clyde Cessna, Walter Beech, and Bill
Lear started their projects and where, during World War
II, over 1,600 B-29 Superfortress bombers were
manufactured. Of over 34,000 military aircraft built in
Kansas during that war, 7,400 were built by Beechcraft
alone. Cessna and Hawker Beechcraft remain based in
Wichita today along with Learjet and Spirit
AeroSystems. Both Airbus and Boeing maintain a
workforce in Wichita.
Wichita is also the home of McConnell AFB and the
KC-46 Pegasus, the newest Air Force tanker. A newly
opened B-29 Doc Hangar and Education Center
provides a look at a fully operational B-29 recently
certified to fly again and is now booking reservations
for flights at the end of April.
Not so well known outside our small group of
devotees in the A-37 Association, however, is that it’s
also where every A-37 was built in the 1960s and 70s.
Over the past eight years we have tried to document and
publicize the outstanding combat record of the aircraft
by dedicating plaques at the US Air Force Museum in
Dayton and the USAF Academy in Colorado Springs
and by donating the Association’s book, ”Dragonfly: A37s Over Vietnam,” to museums and libraries around
the nation. We now have the chance to recognize the
people who actually engineered and built the aircraft we
love, the folks at Cessna.
As of this writing, we have 17 Association member
attendees plus 13 guests registered. At least eight more
guys have indicated they would be attending. So we’re
looking for a good crowd.

From the Archives
(The following is drawn from the 604th SOS
Unit History, Oct - Dec 1969. For the complete
written report, go to www.a-37.org/unit
histories.)

The 604th Special Operations Squadron continued
flying the A-37 on close air support and interdiction
from Bien Hoa AB, Republic of Vietnam, logging 2,962
combat support missions. Additionally, the squadron
conducted an extensive training program for incoming
pilots of the 8th Attack Squadron and the 90th Attack
Squadron. At one time, Major John Anderson, tasked
with conducting the training program, had 43 pilots in
training.
Initially, the 604th and the 8th operated out of the same
building as the 8th’s building was not yet ready. Arrival
of the 90th advanced party personnel further crowded the
604th building as many of their personnel received
combat orientation with the 604th.
To provide the incoming squadrons with combatexperienced personnel, several 604th pilots were
transferred to the 8th and 90th. (For listing of transfers,
see Unit Histories on www.a-37.org.)
In September, the 604th had tested dropping the Mk-82
High Drag bomb. Although the test was successful,
delivery was discontinued. In December, all napalm
deliveries below 500 feet were discontinued, except level
at 250 feet.
The 604th now possesses 25 A-37A’s, a decrease of
two from the previous quarter due to aircraft losses. First
loss occurred on 4 December when the pilot, Major
David I. Folkman, performed a controlled ejection from
10,000 feet and escaped with only minor injuries. The
second loss was on 17 December when Lt Col William
Spillers rolled in from 6,000 feet on a hot target and
communications ceased. No parachute was sighted
before the aircraft impacted the ground. Cause was
enemy fire.
USAF Photo
The sortie rate this
quarter was reduced from 1.4 to
1.0. Four aircraft were maintained on alert 24 hours a
day versus the usual two.
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(The following is drawn from the
8 AS Unit History, Oct - Dec 1969. For
the complete written report, go to
www.a-37.org/unit histories.)

On 8 October 1969, the 8th
Tactical Bomb Squadron of the
35th Tactical Fighter Wing at Phan Rang AB, Republic
of Vietnam, was temporarily deactivated and its
personnel and B-57B, C, and E aircraft reassigned. The
8th TBS, without equipment or personnel, was
reassigned to the 3rd Tactical Fighter Wing at Bien
Hoa.
On 18 November, the squadron was re-designated the
8th Attack Squadron and equipped with the new A-37B
attack aircraft that had been shipped by sea to Nha
Trang, RVN, where they were assembled and ferried to
Bien Hoa. The first aircraft arrived at Bien Hoa on 4
November.
Lt Col Morris T. Warner assumed temporary
command of the 8th Attack Squadron on 15 November
1969 and remained in command until the arrival of the
main element of the 310th Attack Squadron at Bien Hoa
from England AFB, Louisiana. Advance parties of the
310th arrived on 7 November and 12 November. Lt Col
John Q. Wise, who had been commander of the 310th,
assumed command of the 8th on 7 December 1969, and
remained in command throughout the period of this
report.
The 310th deployed aboard MAC aircraft with 24
officers and 106 airmen. Upon arrival, 61 airmen were
reassigned to munitions, avionics, and field
maintenance organizations
in the 3rd TFW.
To
provide a base of SEA
experienced personnel and
a smooth DEROS loss
Photo: John Pierne
flow, personnel were
exchanged with other squadrons at Bien Hoa with the
8th receiving 20 airmen and four aircrews in exchange
for eight airmen and three aircrews. On 30 November,
the 310th Attack Squadron was deactivated.
Between 18 November and 31 December, the 8th flew
781 sorties, of which 509 were effective combat
missions including 69 alert scrambles.

...the smallest fighter ... the fastest gun
(The following is drawn from the 90 AS
Unit History, Oct - Dec 1969. For the
complete written report, go to www.a37.org/unit histories.)

On 15 October 1969, the 90th
Tactical
Fighter
Squadron
(“Dice”) was directed to cease all
flight operations and prepare for
deactivation. On 17 November, Lt Col James M. Neale
assumed command of the Squadron from Lt Col Robert
F. Houlihan, and five officers from the 311th Attack
Squadron, England AFB, Louisiana arrived to help
coordinate deployment of the 311th to Bien Hoa. On 18
November, PACAF directed that instead of deactivating
the 90th, it would be re-designated the 90th Attack
Squadron. Plans were then made to deactivate the 311
AS upon arrival at Bien Hoa and transfer all personnel
to the 90 AS, equipped with the A-37B.
On 9 December, the first combat sortie for the 90th
was flown by Lt Col Neale and Major Bert Yetman.
The remaining personnel of the 311 AS departed
England AFB on 14 December by commercial charter
aircraft. The pilots stopped at Clark AB, Philippines to
attend the PACAF Jungle Survival School while the
airmen continued on to Bien Hoa, arriving on 15
December. The pilots arrived on 24 December. All
personnel were then assigned to the 90th AS.
By the end of the month, the Squadron had flown 218
combat sorties, mostly close air support. The major
effort was upgrade as many pilots as possible to fully
combat ready status.
Ordnance expended on target most often consisted of
hard bombs (500 lb) and BLU-27 fire bombs (napalm).
A-37s escorting C-123 defoliation flights usually
carried CBU-25 and 2.75 inch rockets. On all missions,
the A-37 had 1100 rounds of 7.62mm ammunition
loaded in the nose-mounted Gatling gun. The gun was
not fired unless the Forward Air Controller specifically
asked for it and the target warranted its use. The gun
was considered mostly as a “reserve” weapon to be used
for emergencies such as protecting a downed pilot.
The personal equipment personnel were making plans
to put one URC-64 radio in each pilot’s survival kit in
place of one of the RT-10 radios. As of December, all
pilot survival kits were still equipped with two RT-10
radios. The plan was to have each pilot carry one URC64 and one RT-10 radio.

...the smallest fighter ... the fastest gun
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War Story
(The following is adapted from an article and is continued from the Jan 2019
newsletter.)

Good Times, Bad Times
by Hank Keese

As I closed on the ground, the flare was just above the
surface and lighting my airplane up from the side and
slightly above. Burned forever in my memory is the vision
of the shadow of trees and large boulders flashing across
my canopy while I flew so low as to be in the darkness
they cast on me. Remembering my damaged airplane, I
pulled smoothly on
“Two, you’re taking heavy fire
the stick and glanced
at the G meter on the from behind. Watch it!”
eyebrow panel. This time it was not to keep from over
stressing the airplane, but to insure maximum performance
during the transition from diving to climbing. I held a
steady 4.5 G’s and strained against the forces that tried to
black me out and prayed silently the hits I had felt didn’t
mean structural damage.
I was so preoccupied with my problems that I had not
heard two calls of “Two in hot” on the gun pit. I was at
the bottom of the pullout when a large flash followed by a
shock wave shook my airplane and marked the end of what
ever had been left of the .51 cal. and its crew. He must
have rolled in before I had finished my run.
As Two pulled off, he took heavy fire from the VC
troops and the FAC called the warning, “Two, you’re
taking heavy fire from behind. Watch it!”
I had cleared the ground and was finally climbing. I took
my first full breath in several minutes and searched for
Two in the fading flare light. I couldn’t see him as I
climbed up to 4,000 feet and popped another flare. “Two,
this Lead. How copy?”
I was happy to hear his reply, “Lead, Two. Go ahead.”
“That seems to have done the trick. Looks like you
made a good hit. What’s your status?”
“Yeah, we definitely broke his toy. I’m Winchester (all
out of ) bombs, but I still have all my tiny pistol remaining.
I’m about twenty minutes to bingo fuel. Airplane seems
okay.”
I acknowledged Two and then called the FAC. “Tilly,
Hawk flight can stay with you another 20 minutes or so,
but we are low on ordnance.”
“Roger, Hawk. I have two Huey gunships inbound that
want to try an extraction if you can keep the bad guys off
their back while they make the pickup.” This FAC was
good. He had somehow found two helicopters to save the
grunts if we could fly cover for them. It was sure a better

plan than having the grunts try and get out on foot.
“Tilly, we can do, but the patrol will have to get out of
those craters and move south as far as they can. If the
Hueys try to get in that close to the VC, they’ll get nailed
for sure. Find out what they want to do and let me know.”
Two minutes later, Tilly called back and said, “Hawk 3,
can you come up on Fox Mike and talk to Red Poppa One?
He’s the lead gun ship.”
I switched to my FM radio. “Red Poppa, this Hawk lead,
how copy?”
“Good morning, Air Force. Glad to have y’all’s help,”
came the slow reply in a Southern drawl. “Let’s see if we
can get those boys home to Momma.”
I laughed in spite of the situation and agreed we would
give it a try. Red Poppa One told his guys on the ground
that a pickup was not possible from their current position,
and the patrol of eight unhurt, one walking wounded, two
wounded being carried, and one dead being carried started
moving south out of the bomb craters. I felt so sorry for
them. They looked very much alone and vulnerable down
there in the night as they tried to move south of the flare’s
glare and away from the VC.
The instant they started to move they attracted heavy fire
from the VC to their north. I noticed with pleasure that
the .51 cal. was not taking part in the shooting. I rolled in
and sent a line of tracers into the trees showing the most
activity. As I did, the VC stopped firing at the Army guys
and started concentrating on me. Two did the same thing
right behind me and we kept that up for the next few
minutes. Sometimes we would fire, sometimes we would
go through dry just to keep the enemy from moving
forward towards our retreating patrol. We had been able to
break the contact, and it looked like the patrol would be
okay if we could keep the Gomers from advancing.
It took the friendlies half an hour to cover half a mile,
which was pretty good moving under those conditions.
When they were finally in place for a pickup, both Two
and I were lying to each other about how much fuel we had
left.
I had already reached bingo fuel, which meant I had just
enough to get home and have a few minutes to spare when
Two finally called, “Two’s bingo.”
The FAC begged for another five minutes and I decided
I would stay for the five. “Two, make one more pass and
head for home. I’ll be right behind you. I just need to stay
here and confuse the Gomers until the choppers are okay.
There’s no sense in both of us cutting it close.”
“Roger, Lead.”
(continued on p. 6)

Photo: Jerry
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Two made one more pass and I saw his tracers stop halfway
through
his
run.
“Two’s
Winchester.” (KMAGYOYO (Kiss My Ass Goodbye. You’re On
Your Own.)
“See you in a few minutes, Two. Don’t clutter up the
runway. I’ll be short of fuel when I get back.”
“Gotcha, Lead. Good Luck.”
I contacted Red Poppa One who was also getting low on
gas. “Red Poppa, how’s it looking? I don’t want to be
pushy, but I’m getting down to fumes in my tank.”
“We’ll be on the ground in two minutes. Can you cover
us?”
“No problem. I’ll stay with you until you’re clear. I'll
orbit north at 2,000 feet. When you land, give me a call
and I’ll work over the Gomers with what I have left.”
“Sounds good, Air Force. If I don’t get a chance to
thank you later, you saved the day for our guys. Thanks!”
“I’m glad we could help.
Now, hurry up and get the hell
out of here.”
When the patrol was finally
in position for pickup, I popped
US Army Photo
my last flare over the bad guys
and started strafing with my last
few rounds. As soon as the call
UH-1 Huey
came that the pickup was accomplished, I turned for Bien Hoa and climbed to 5,000 feet
where the air was dark, calm, and relatively safe. When I
called the FAC to check off his frequency, another voice
came over my earphones: “Thanks, Hawk. We owe you.”
“Anytime,” I said and changed to Bien Hoa Approach
Control for vectors to a straight-in approach. It was going
to be real close on gas.
I made it back to the base without any further problems,
but was using the last of my gas on final. If I had encountered any trouble at all, such as a closed runway or
weather, I would have been deep in the brown stuff. Not
just personally, but with the wing staff also. We were not
to delay departure from the target area after bingo fuel for
any reason. Such were the rules of that stupid war. You
could get into a lot of trouble saving someone’s bacon if
you didn’t follow the rules to the letter. I bribed the crew
chief not to report how much JP-4 my airplane had left in
the tanks and so avoided the guaranteed lecture.
Maintenance had their hands full fixing my airplane, but
none of the critical systems had been hit. The holes were
small arms hits that went through self-sealing gas tanks in
the wings. The airplane was down only a week.
Needless to say, the maintenance supervisor, a crusty

...the smallest fighter ... the fastest gun
old master sergeant, was not happy with what I had done
to one of his birds. With a frown, he said, “Captain,
you’re going to have to be more careful with my airplanes.
Look at that mess. You know, you’re one lucky son-of-abitch to be here.”
“I don’t call getting in a fight with a .51 cal. lucky,” I
told him.
“It is when you live to tell about it,” he said. “This ain’t
no F-4, you know.” While he didn’t add the “You dumb
shit,” I could hear it plainly. Finally he grinned at me and
said, “You may be a magnet ass, but you must be doing
something right. Your wingman just told me a very hairy
story.”
“Lies, all lies,” I said. “That guy has a bad character
flaw. Can’t help making up stories.”
“Just try and be more careful with my birds,” he grinned
at me. It was the kind of exchange that made me feel
good to be part of a group of men working and flying
together. It is one of the things about flying combat that
makes pilots keep going back to do it again and again.

Inner Peace (Emailed by a friend to all his friends.)
I'm passing this on because it worked for me. A doctor
on TV said to have inner peace we should always finish
things we start & we all could use more calm in our lives.
I looked around my house to find things I'd started &
hadn't finished. So I finished off a bottle of Merlot, a
bottle of Chardonnay, a bodle of Shack Dannels, a butle of
wum, tha mainder of Valiuminun scriptins, an a bux a
chocletz. Yu haf no idr how fablus I feel rite now. Sned
this to peepul who need inner piss. An telum u
luvum'......... Biil

Celibacy
Celibacy can be a choice in life or a condition imposed
by circumstances. While attending a weekend marriage
seminar, Frank and his wife Ann listened to the instructor
declare: “It is essential that husbands and wives know the
things that are important to each other.”
He then addressed the men: “Can you name and
describe your wife’s favorite flower?”
Frank leaned over and touched Ann’s arm gently and
whispered, “Gold Medal All-Purpose, isn’t it?”
And thus began Frank’s life of celibacy.

A-37 Association Memorabilia

A-37 Cap
$15 (plus $5 shipping)
1 remaining
A-37 Polo Shirt
$24,
(plus $5 shipping)
2 L, 1 XL remaining

50th Anniversary Wine Stopper
$10 (includes shipping)
4 remaining

50th Anniversary Patch
$6 (includes shipping)

Lapel Pin
1” sq
$8 (includes shipping)

2 1/4-inch Decal
$4 (includes shipping)

Commemorative (Challenge) Coin
$10 plus $3 shipping ($4 if ordering 2 or more)
50th Anniversary Commemorative Mug
$6 (plus $5 shipping)
5 remaining

To order, send a note saying what you want along with a check for payment to A-37 Association,
142 Arrowhead Drive, Montgomery, AL 36117
or
Send an email to dragonfly369@charter.net with your order request and then use Paypal to send
payment to dragonfly369@charter.net.

For ordering information, see memorabilia page inside.
….. a good way to get a freebie drink from your A-37 buddy who doesn’t have one with him
….. a memento you can carry with you at all times
The A-37 commemorative (challenge) coin
A-37 Association, Inc.
142 Arrowhead Drive
Montgomery, AL 36117
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and send this page to the return address above.
Circle choice:
a. Change my mailing address to __________________________________________
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